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GETTING A TUNE-UP 
 
If you have ever played an instrument, then you know that you must tune it occasionally for it 
to sound at its best.  All instruments need tuning, even drums.  I once had a cornet.  It is a 
shorter version of a trumpet.  It had been in the family for a long time.  I wanted to play it in 
band, but it needed to be tuned.  The band director tried to open the valves to tune it, but the 
valves were stuck.  He used every form of tool to fix the cornet, but it had been stuck so long it 
could not be fixed.  It would not yield to any tool, so it remained off pitch.  
 
In many ways we are like instruments.   We are all different but make beautiful sounds when 
we are in tune and come together.  I could say that we are all part of God’s orchestra.  He is the 
director, and we are the instruments.  When we are all in tune, we sound wonderful, but many 
times we need to be “tuned up.”  If we are stuck in a place of hardness, we can’t be fine-tuned 
by God.  If we are “too loose” in our daily walk, we will continue to easily fall out of tune.  God 
wants to fine tune us to his perfection, but we must yield our “instruments” to Him.  He knows 
just what we need because He made us.  How wonderful it is when we are “in tune” with God.   
 
As we enter 2024, I believe that God is expecting more than just a so-so relationship with him.  
He wants us to be pliable in his hands so we can be a person of excellence.  Do not be like my 
old cornet that sat around until it was “frozen” and unable to be fixed.  It still looked like a 
cornet, but it was out of tune.  We should daily go to the Master Designer of our “instruments,” 
and yield to His touch to become everything that He desires us to be.   
 
Do not get hard my friends, and unusable.  Stay flexible and let God bring out the best “sound” 
that your instrument can possibly make.  You will never regret putting yourself into the 
Master’s hands.   
 


